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	The history of Computational Fluid Dynamics, or CFD for short,, started in

	the early 1970’s. Around that time, it became an acronym for a combination

	of physics, numerical mathematics, and, to some extent, computer sciences employed

	to simulate fluid flows. The beginning of CFD was triggered by the

	availability of increasingly more powerful mainframes and the advances in CFD

	are still tightly coupled to the evolution of computer technology. Among the

	first applications of the CFD methods was the simulation of transonic flows

	based on the solution of the non-linear potential equation. With the beginning

	of the 1980’s, the solution of first two-dimensional (2-D) and later also threedimensional

	(3-D) Euler equations became feasible. Thanks to the rapidly increasing

	speed of supercomputers and due to the development of a variety of

	numerical acceleration techniques like multigrid, it was possible to compute inviscid

	flows past complete aircraft configurations or inside of turbomachines.

	With the mid 1980’s, the focus started to shift to the significantly more demanding

	simulation of viscous flows governed by the Navier-Stokes equations.

	Together with this, a variety of turbulence models evolved with different degree

	of numerical complexity and accuracy. The leading edge in turbulence modelling

	is represented by the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) and the Large

	Eddy Simulation (LES). However, both approaches are still far away from being

	usable in engineering applications.

	Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is an important design tool in engineering and also a substantial research tool in various physical sciences. The objective of this book is to provide a solid foundation for understanding the numerical methods employed in today's CFD and to raise awareness of modern CFD codes through hands-on experience. The book should be a useful reference work for engineers and scientists starting to work in the field of CFD or those who apply CFD codes. The accompanying CD-ROM contains the sources of 1-D and 2-D Euler solvers as well as grid generators.
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Grid Computing: Software Environments and ToolsSpringer, 2005
Grid computing combines aspects from parallel computing, distributed computing and data management, and has been playing an important role in pushing forward the state-of-the-art in computer science and information technologies. There is considerable interest in Grid computing at present, with a significant number of Grid projects being launched...
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Memory Systems: Cache, DRAM, DiskMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
The first book to comprehensively cover the intricacies of optimizing the behavior of modern memory systems using a holistic design approach.     

       Is your memory hierarchy stopping your microprocessor from performing at the high level it should be? Memory Systems: Cache, DRAM, Disk shows you how to resolve this problem. ...
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Oracle Automatic Storage Management: Under-the-Hood & Practical Deployment GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Build and manage a scalable storage infrastructure with Oracle Automatic Storage Management 

Streamline data management and provisioning using Oracle Automatic Storage Management (Oracle...
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Optimal Supply Chain Management in Oil, Gas, and Power GenerationPennWell, 2012

	David Jacoby's highly regarded book addresses the specific supply chain management characteristics and needs of oil, gas, and power companies, and contains a wealth of industry-specific examples.

	

	Jacoby provides a toolbox for large-scale capital expenditure decision making and for transforming capital and operation...
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5 Steps to a 5 AP Statistics, 2010-2011 Edition (5 Steps to a 5 on the Advanced Placement Examinations Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
A Perfect Plan for the Perfect Score

We want you to succeed on your AP* exam. That's why we've created this 5-step plan to help you study more effectively, use your preparation time wisely, and get your best score. This easy-to-follow guide offers you a complete review of your AP course, strategies to give you the edge on test...
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Fundamentals of TelecommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	Demystifying the technology of telecommunications: a guided tour for the non-engineer

	

	This book provides an easy-to-understand introduction to the complex technical world of telecommunications. From bandwidth to data transfer protocol to PSTN, ISDN, PCS, or ATM-widely respected telecommunications expert and author Roger L....
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